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EVOLUTION WATER-BASED
Water-based acrylic spray paint for domestic and professional applications.
Glossy Ral colors. Free of aggressive solvents. Low odor.
Recommended for all surfaces.
Two of its main characteristics are the versatility (it can be applied on any material and in a wide range of
projects) and the ease of use (no experience needed). In addition, it offers great resistance and adherence,
protecting painted objects effectively. The Water-based family consists of 22 Ral colors, two varnishes and
a primer.
APPLICATIONS:
Ideal for any surface. Being water-based, it will not damage delicate materials as it does not contain any
solvent. Ideal for jobs in industrial processes. By removing solvents from spray products, the health of
workers will be better protected.
RAL coded colors for common applications and usual repairs at home. Ideal also in the professional field. It
can be painted both indoors and outdoors ensuring a great protection in the two environments.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Spreading spray 520/400ml: 2m2
Drying time: 15 minutes
Total drying time: 1h
Repainted after 15 min.
Heat resistance: 90ºC
Product shelf life: 10 years
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EVOLUTION WATER-BASED
HOW TO APPLY:
The surface to be painted must be clean, dry and free of any contaminants.
Shake the can vigorously during 1 minute after the mixing balls sound (except the gloss varnish, which does
not contain it). Spray form a distance of 25/30cm, applying thin and quick layers, first horizontally and then
vertically. It is advisable to spray two thin layers instead of one thick layer in order to obtain uniform coverage
and avoid paint sags. Once the operation is completed, reverse the can and push the nozzle until de gas
comes out in order to prevent nozzle clogging.
TIPS:
Before applying the layer of Pintyplus Evolution Water-Based Paint and in order to achieve an optimal
anchoring, it is recommended to apply a previous layer of primer, either if the surface is smooth, slightly
porous or very porous.
On a previously painted surfaces and before applying a new layer of paint, we recommend a light sanding
to ease the bonding to the surface. If needed, remove entirely the anterior layer of paint. Proceed with a harder
sanding or use a stripping product such as our Pintyplus TECH Paint Stripper.

Water-based primer that ensures a perfect adherence, a smooth
finish and a high resistance. Free of aggressive solvents.
Very low odor. Suitable for any surface.
APPLICATIONS:
Ideal for priming any surface, including those more delicate surfaces which do not support
the action of corrosive solvents. It is used to cover the pore of very porous surfaces,
achieving a good anchoring on those surfaces without pore.
It maximizes the most important characteristics of paints: anchoring, adhesion, resistance,
protection, smooth finish and ease of use. It is highly recommended to use it on any surface
before painting with Pintyplus Evolution Water-based Paints.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Spreading spray 520/400ml: 2 m2
Matt finish
Drying time: 1h
Repainted after 1 hour
Product shelf life: 10 years
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HOW TO APPLY:
Shake the can vigorously during 1 minute after the mixing balls sound (except the gloss varnish, which does
not contain it). Spray form a distance of 25/30cm, applying thin and quick layers, first horizontally and then
vertically. It is advisable to spray two thin layers instead of one thick layer in order to obtain uniform coverage
and avoid paint sags. Once the operation is completed, reverse the can and push the nozzle until de gas
comes out in order to prevent nozzle clogging.
TIPS:
Before applying the layer of Pintyplus Evolution Water-Based Paint and in order to achieve an optimal
anchoring, it is recommended to apply a previous layer of this primer either if the surface is smooth, slightly
porous or very porous.
On previous painted surfaces and before applying a new layer of paint, we recommend a light sanding to
ease the bonding to the surface. If needed, remove entirely the anterior layer of paint: proceed with a harder
sanding or use a stripping product such as our Pintyplus TECH Paint Stripper.

Do not use on devices connected to the current and apply in ventilated areas.
Once empty, the can should be deposited in the yellow container.
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